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CHAPTER SIX 
THE HAND HE WAS DEALT 

 

FATE:  Life is like a game of cards. The hand that is dealt you represents determinism; 

 the way you play it is free will. - Jawaharal Nehru 

 
 
 The year 1993 changed everything for Leo Emil Wanta.  It also changed everything for the 

American people (who wouldn’t be in their current financial mess if Wanta had been left alone to 

repatriate his funds from abroad into the United States and pay the debts the U.S. government is using to 

create an era of debt capitalism… debtism, as I call it).   

 Wherever there is debt, there is slavery.  The two go hand-in-hand and anyone who has ever had 

an original thought in life understands that concept.  The more indebted a person – or a company or a 

nation – becomes, the greater their enslavement to the debtor.  

 In spite of the fact that in 1993 Wanta’s life would undergo dramatic and serious changes, a lot of 

things were happening during the relatively peaceful year he spent in Canada.  He was either in his Safe 

House, at the law office where he worked, or at a restaurant, eating.  That was the extent of his “freedom.”  

Regardless, he was happily thankful that he was back on the North American Continent, close to home in 

Wisconsin.  And, he was busy.  Lee is, by nature, a very positive person who always looks for the good in 

people and situations. 

 He spent from 1992 through the spring of 1993 in a large, peaceful home – a Safe House arranged 

for him by Vice President Dan Quayle – with a lovely Canadian family.  Interestingly, when I began 

writing about Lee Wanta in my News With Views articles, I got an email from a young man who was the 

son of the people with whom Wanta stayed.   The message spoke of pleasant memories from that year.  

Since I have never published the name of that family or in any way identified them as providing safety for 

Wanta, and since the name on the email was quite clearly the last name Lee had given me of the family, I 

judge it to be valid.  The young man – a teenager when Wanta stayed at his home – was now a lawyer in 

his thirties and he wanted to check on Wanta’s status… his health and family, etc. 

 One of the projects Leo Wanta accomplished during his 1992-93 year in Toronto, Ontario, 

Canada, was United Nations Contract #4.  It was a $5 trillion contract… and it was the contract that 

President Bill Clinton tried to steal from him while Wanta was behind bars at Wisconsin’s Kettle Moraine 

Prison.  The letter written to Hillary Clinton (see Chapter Five – it resulted in a response from Erskine 

Bowles) was about U.N. Contract 4.  Don’t ask me to explain U.N. contracts – that, by itself, would take a 
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chapter.  To oversimplify:  Wanta had the means (money) to buy preferred bank guarantees from banks 

around the world.  Those bank guarantees can be discounted if purchased in large enough amounts and 

they also pay a good rate of interest.  Some of the profits from the $5 trillion contract he created by doing 

so were to be directed towards solving the problems of Somalia. 

 Much of what Leo Wanta was doing while in Canada involved Somalia.  President Ronald Reagan 

had plans to establish an American-friendly government in Somalia.  He envisioned a similar relationship 

there that our country enjoys with Guam and the Philippines.  It was an important project.  Take a look on 

your world map and find where Somalia is located.  If the Wanta-Reagan-Somalia plan had been 

implemented, it would have provided a Middle East military haven for American involvement there – and 

we’re talking 1992 here, not 2002 when our current war in the Middle East started.  It would have 

removed the need for the United States to be dependent instead on unfriendly nations like Pakistan and 

other Middle Eastern nations for our ten year Afghanistan (and Iraq) war. 
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 Had Reagan’s plans been fulfilled, we would have leased the Mogadishu airport and built warm 

water Naval Supply Depot.  That was why Leo Wanta was named by Somalia as that nation’s 

Ambassador to Canada and Switzerland.  Because of his untimely arrest in Switzerland just a month after 

his Investiture as the Somali Ambassador to Switzerland and Canada at the Pullman-Windsor Hotel in 
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Paris, there were forced delays of Humanitarian Grants.  Wanta’s program was called Operation:  Restore 

Hope. 

 Operation: Restore Hope included water filtration facilities, funding for agriculture, a refurbishing 

and rebuilding of Somali General Hospital in Mogadishu… medicine, doctors and medical staff, 

foodstuffs and supplies, medical equipment and related supplies, clothing.  Foot wear, and other 

miscellaneous approved items were included, too. 

 The plans for Somalia included a United States Rapid Deployment Force to protect and control the 

Middle East for regional peace and stability.  How many American lives lost and injured military 

personnel would have been saved by Operation:  Restore Hope?  A great many!  Part of that project was 

to be paid from the $23 trillion that was stolen from Wanta; part was to be paid from United Nations 

Contract 4. 

 Wanta created New Republic Air Limited (in the Bahamas), providing commercial air service 

between Mogadishu and Rome, Italy… the Italians and the French were heavily invested in Somalia at the 

time; they supported New Republic Air.  Both nations saw the value of what Ronald Reagan and Leo 

Wanta proposed.  One of Wanta’s companies, MiApollo Investments Limited (in Hong Kong), had a 

crude oil delivery government contract to WhiteCloud Petroleum Corporation (Delaware – a Title 18 

Section 6 corporation).  Plans were in the works for a Somalian seaport and deep sea harbor dredging 

reconstruction, road infrastructure with sewers, gas and water lines would be provided.  The United States 

government would have had Customs and Immigration control, border and security patrol monitoring – 

remember, during this time Cuba had military troops in Somalia.  The Somali currency was to be pegged 

to the U.S. dollar… just like Panama, Puerto Rico and other friendly nations. 

 When Somali Ambassador Leo Wanta was arrested in Switzerland, what happened to those plans?  

Wanta’s forced absence placed his well thought out plans in the hands of one of the world’s largest money 

launderers, a man who was a good friend to President William Jefferson Clinton:  Marc Rich.  It will 

surprise no one that unauthorized misuse and financial loss of 167 metric tonnes of Somali Gold Bullion 

held in Trust by Wanta’s company, AmeriTrust Corporation (USA), for Somalia’s financial stability and 

national security issues resulted.  Readers will hopefully remember that about five minutes before leaving 

office, President William Jefferson Clinton wrote a pardon, excusing Marc Rich from all of the crimes he 

committed in the United States and Europe.  If memory serves me, Rich fled to Europe in 1983 after being 

indicted for manipulating U.S. oil system, trading Iranian crude during 1980s hostage crisis, and evading 
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$50 million in taxes.  In addition, he has run one of the biggest money laundering businesses in the world 

out of Switzerland for many years.   

 Rich was pardoned by President Clinton in 2001. People today who watch Bill Clinton speak on 

behalf of the Democrat Party tend to forget the torn up White House that he and Hillary left behind and 

the mess caused on the aircraft used to fly the two of them to wherever they went when they departed the 

White House.  They forget the rape charges, and semen-stained blue Lewinsky dress.  After eight years of 

George W. Bush and four years of Barack Obama, even Bill Clinton looks good as an alternative, I guess. 

 During that time, the United States Government and Wanta’s company, AmeriTrust Corporation, 

Inc., entered into a Buy/Sell Contract with Humewood Enterprises of London and Dublin to 

facilitate the bank-to-bank delivery of Credit-Worthy Bank Guarantees with Rothschild Bank, Bank 

Paribas, Lloyds Bank, and many others.  The U.S. Government and AmeriTrust retained Credit Suisse 

Bank Senior Management and FGI Fiduciary counsel (Fiduciere conseil) of Lausanne as corporate 

fiduciary agents for their dealings with Credit Suisse Groupe.  Per Deputy White House Counsel Vince 

Foster, on behalf of AmeriTrust, FGI was to corporately organize the Swiss Holding Group (Suisse 

Holding Groupe) - registered as AmeriTrust (Suisse) Societe, Geneva, Switzerland. 

 Under a certain Commercial Contract, L. H. Financial (which had connections to the Israeli 

intelligence service, Mossad) agreed to issue a Surety Bond for US$250,000.00 as a condition of the 

Humewood contract.  L.H. Financial then advised AmeriTrust that they would release US$375,000.00 as 

a Cash Deposit Performance Guarantee, allowing US$125,000.00 to cover Introduction Fees to Deputy 

White House Counsel Vince Foster, Jr., but only through the Suisse Fiduciary Agent - Ms Elaine 

Guiraud, at Union Bank of Switzerland, Account No. 320.904.60W, on or about June 22, 1993.  This was 

to be done prior to Mr. Foster's scheduled arrival at the Hotel de la Paix, Geneva, on July 7, 1993 per 

previous financial arrangements.  It was at the Hotel de la Paix in Geneva that Leo Wanta was supposed to 

meet Foster on that fateful day. 

 The monetary disbursal was arranged through a Ms. Lorrayne Fine, Principal of L. H. Financial 

and the required Performance Bond was submitted in the event of Non-Performance per the Commercial 

Contract, allowing the following U.S. Dollar amounts to be disbursed as follows:  

 
Mr. Vincent Foster,  Jr., Esq. USDollars 125,000.00  

 AmeriTrust Corporation, Inc. USDollars  250,000.00 
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 This arranged monetary disbursal become an important factor involving statements made by the 

Swiss government in a Wanta Tribunal Hearing in 2000… but that comes later.  Right now, the important 

thing to know is that funds were being transferred from Leo Wanta to the Clinton White House at the 

request of First Lady Hillary Clinton.  That was why Vince Foster was in Switzerland on the day Leo 

Wanta was arrested and less than two weeks before Foster was “suicided” in Marcy Park.   

 Hillary Clinton requested $250 million be placed in the account of The Children’s Defense Fund – 

and she sent White House Deputy Counsel Vince Foster to get the money from Wanta.  It sounds like a 

worthy cause… they always sound worthy.  Those who track such things say that The Children’s Defense 

Fund was Hillary Clinton’s personal piggy bank.  Since there are photos of Mrs. Clinton removing money 

from the offshore accounts where the money was sent, the rumors of Hillary’s personal financial 

involvement with The Children’s Defense Fund appear to be accurate. 

 And, the monetary disbursal becomes important to those who still wonder how Vince Foster could 

have killed himself in Marcy Park less than two weeks after Wanta provided the $250 million to Foster in 

Geneva on the very day Wanta was arrested.  If you think back on it you may recall how Bill and Hillary 

Clinton refused to allow anyone into Vince Foster’s personal office safe until they had a chance to go 

through the papers contained in it – for national security reasons, of course.  Or, perhaps because there 

was $250 million (or directions to where it was deposited… maybe Grenada?) in that safe? 

 As I said, a lot was happening during that “quiet year.” 

 The U.S. Dollar funding for the AmeriTrust deal was obtained through L. H. Financial in 

conjunction with AmeriTrust’s corporate fiduciary agent, Ms Elaine Guiraud of Lausanne.  She and L.H. 

Financial were recommended to AmeriTrust (Suisse) Societe by the Swiss government to perform 

functions that kept AmeriTrust (Suisse) Societe  in compliance with Swiss banking laws.  Ms. Giraud was 

aware of the origin of the Cash Performance Bond funding.  L.H. Financial advised Wanta and his 

company that the funds were certified by Union Bank of Switzerland (Union de Banques Suisses) as 

“good, clean, clear, freely-transferable and of non-criminal origin.”  It was at the insistence of Credit 

Swiss Bank (Credit Suisse Banque) that AmeriTrust Corporation, Inc. retained FGI Fiduciaire-Conseil 

and Ms Millie Ferrus as AmeriTrust Corporation’s Swiss Counsel to meet Swiss banking requirements.  

They were doing everything by the book.  Leo Wanta made it a point to do things by the book.  This 

was subsequently authorized and approved by appropriate authorities within the U.S. Government.   This 

all sounds like pretty boring stuff… but wait a minute because it’s going to heat up – a lot. 
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 The following text is taken from an article written by David Dastych.  After I wrote my first News 

With Views article about Lee Wanta in 2010, Dastych contacted me and asked if I thought it would be 

appropriate for him to write a similar article from his perspective as a Polish intelligence officer during 

the Cold War.  I had never corresponded with or met David but encouraged him and helped with some of 

the editing for his article.  In 1987, Dastych was arrested. The Polish Communist Military Tribunal 

sentenced him to 8 years for spying for the CIA and allegedly for the Japanese Prime Minister’s 

Intelligence Service. He served three of an eight year sentence in special wards for political prisoners in 

Warsaw and Barczewo Prisons and he was released in 1990 after the collapse of communism in Poland.  

Dastych’s years as a double agent for the Polish military and the American CIA give him insights about 

Leo Wanta not available to others… especially those who say Wanta isn’t for real (but who don’t provide 

any evidence to support their self-serving opinions). 

 The following is from Dastych’s article (which can be found at 

http://www.newswithviews.com/guest_opinion/guest168.htm ): 

  “As a result of Wanta’s operations, conducted from Vienna and extending as far as 
Hong Kong, huge sums of money had been amassed in various banks and tax-free havens all 
over the world. Working with several trusted intelligence operatives and financial experts, 
Wanta engaged in many secret deals on behalf of the U.S. Government. The profits from 
them grew to approximately $27.5 trillion. Wanta still holds the “golden keys” to the money 

that the late President Reagan wanted to be used for the benefit of ordinary Americans. The 
money was never intended to enrich the Establishment – the super-rich and the most 
powerful. 
  “True to Reagan’s directions, Leo Emil Wanta refused to release the funds, which 

had been diverted to numerous private overseas accounts. But despite his efforts, a large part 
of U.S. intelligence-stashed monies were essentially looted by corrupt U.S. political ‘crime 
families.’ You would recognize their well-known names if you heard them. 
  “The patriotic stance of Wanta got him deep in trouble. It almost cost him his life. 
Other associates, however, such as Kok Howe Kwong (his Chinese business partner), Freddie 
Woodruff, Francois de Grosseurve, were all found dead. You can add the name of Vince 
Foster, former White House Counsel, to the list. The killings are an integral part of the long 
process of stealing U.S. intelligence money.  It continues to this day. 
   “From Wanta’s interview with Tom Valentine on Radio Free America, it is clear that 

in October 1992, Wanta was asked by the Bush Administration to procure and deliver prime 
bank guarantees – which are bank debentures [Barnewall Note:  These PBGs would be United 

Nations Contract 4].  At first, the Bush Administration wanted to run the prime bank 
guarantees through MiApollo Investments, Ltd. in Hong Kong. They changed their minds and 
to accommodate, Wanta used his AmeriTrust Corporation. The contract was from the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) by Sandro Sordi, Deputy State’s Attorney, Dade 
County, FL, an associate of Janet Reno; then with Richard C. Breeden (SEC Chairman), via 
Chemical Bank, Chase Manhattan and Citicorp. The contract was signed by Leo E. Wanta, 
Principal, on January 15, 1993. The pay orders came from Credit Suisse.” 

http://www.newswithviews.com/guest_opinion/guest168.htm
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  Wanta quote from Dastych article:  “After George H.W. Bush lost his bid for re-
election, the Clinton Administration wanted access to the money. Their attempts began when 
White House counsel Vincent Foster asked Wanta to pay Laura D’Andrea Tyson and Leon 

Panetta who was at that time Director of Office of Management and Budget (OMB) – now 
CIA Director – $250 million for The Children’s Defense Fund.” [End Wanta quote.] 
  From the Dastych article:  “Although Wanta had no idea what The Children’s 

Defense Fund was all about, a financial investigator, Marco Saba of the Organized Crime 
Observatory in Switzerland, later wrote about it. It was a secret fund: “One component of this 

information concerns the activities of the CIA operative known as Mrs. Hillary Rodham 
Clinton. For some years prior to the elevation of her husband, Bill, a CIA operative like his 
‘CIA wife,’ Hillary had been in control of an organization calling itself ‘The Children’s 

Defense Fund.’ It is alleged, on the basis of intelligence community leaks, that Hillary 

became accustomed to treating The Children’s Defense Fund as “her own private slush fund.” 

(Greg Szymanski, Rense.com, March 26, 2006).” 
  Wanta quote from Dastych article:  “On July 7, 1993, I bought breakfast for Consul 

General Giovanni Ferro and Lorrayne Fine (an Israeli Mossad agent) of L.H. Financial 
Group, Johannesburg, South Africa,” Wanta said. “Others in the group – but not at breakfast 
– included Anthony Maniaci (Queen’s Counsel at Toronto, Ontario, Canada), and Sandro 

Sordi (former Dade County Deputy Florida State Attorney working with Janet Reno before 
she became Attorney General). We have verified that Deputy White House Counsel Foster 
made hotel reservations for everyone in Geneva. The hotel rooms, his itinerary and air travel 
plans are on his American Express card…” 
  “The group having breakfast at the Hotel Au Lac in Lausanne on July 7, 1993, 
planned to take the train to Geneva to meet with Vince Foster later that day. I had no idea 
Panetta was coming. I never saw him. Fine had too much luggage and I was carrying a blue 
nylon bag containing all of my files… heavy, weighed close to 100 pounds; so we opted to go 
to Geneva by taxi… a 20-minute ride. Foster and his group were to join us at the Hotel de la 
Paix in Geneva to discuss the deal. 
  “I was arrested by the Suisse Sûreté (the detective force of French-speaking Swiss) 
before rising from the breakfast table.”  Thus, Wanta never got to Geneva or met with Vince 
Foster – nor was he given the opportunity to arrest Marc Rich (Reich) as directed by the then-
FBI Director William Sessions.”  [End Wanta quote; end quote from Dastych article.]   
  

 The $250 million requested by Mrs. Clinton was delivered to Foster via Credit Suisse courier.  

Swiss court files prove that transfer occurred as planned (see Swiss court transcripts in next chapter).  

More about the Vince Foster/Leo Wanta connection in a moment, but another item needs to be addressed 

first. 

 Wanta and his group weren’t the only people in Lausanne on July 7, 1993.  Marc Rich (who lives 

in Zug, Switzerland) was there, too.  The person who has done the best research about Marc Rich (or, as 

he calls him, Marc Reich) is Christopher Story, a/k/a Edward Harle.  If you can find a copy of 

International Currency Review 31, 3 and 4, it is well worth reading.  I say “if you can find” because the 
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International Currency Review World Reports Web site no longer exists and access to the Story’s 

newsletters has vanished.  

 Christopher Story, as Editor of International Currency Review, World Reports, provides a very 

credible case that Marc Rich/Reich is, in reality, a man born in 1934 in Korbach, Germany with the name 

“Hans Brand” who was awarded Canadian citizenship in March 1966.  Christopher Story had/has a theory 

about Rich/Reich being a part of the Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst (DVD) of Dachau, one of the Jewish 

internment camps just outside of Munich, Germany.  My daughter, Katherine, and I visited Dachau in 

1990.  We got there to tour the camp after the tours had closed but were allowed to walk around on our 

own.  We were the only ones there and it was an eerie experience.  You could feel the dead calling out for 

justice in that quiet, haunted place.  MARC RICH 

 The DVD, Christopher Story says, is a group with the objective to build “the Thousand-Year 

Reich on the ruins of the United States.”   

 Story ties George Herbert Walker Bush to the Nazi group.  He suggests that Bush is the “alleged 

supreme of the DVD which… has previously managed to hide its existence behind convenient 

smokescreens.”  Whether Story’s investigative reporting is an actual reflection of reality is not an 

appropriate discussion for this book.  It is merely an aside… a way of telling readers just how many side 

streets there are to be taken with a biography of this complicated man, Leo Wanta. 

 This is the biography of Leo/Lee Emil Wanta, not Christopher Story or Edward Harle or Marc 

Rich/Reich, or Hans Brand – or even George Herbert Walker Bush.  I merely suggest to readers that if 

you get the opportunity to read Christopher Story’s overview of Marc Rich/Reich a/k/a Hans Brand, it is 

very well put together.  It appears in Volume 31, Numbers 3 and 4, International Currency Review and 

was published in the Fourth Quarter 2006 with ISSN 0020-6490.  Since you may have difficulty finding 

Story’s print publications, you might find a speech he gave on this subject of interest.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jug-W-DKcms&feature=related . 

 Thus, Wanta was in Switzerland to handle a triple play:  1) Activate the warrant issued by FBI 

Director William Sessions and arrest Marc Rich when the ferry he boarded in Switzerland to go to a 

French gambling house left Swiss waters; 2) Investigate an operation called “Chaselet;” and, 3) Become 

an Ambassador for Somalia to Canada and Switzerland. 

 “Chaselet” was an intelligence operation involving Swiss banks (particularly Credit Suisse) that 

were re-activating what should have been “dead” bank credit instruments… like Letters of Credit.  For 

example, a Letter of Credit from Chase Manhattan might have been drawn down – or may not have been 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jug-W-DKcms&feature=related
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drawn but served as collateral on another credit.  Wanta’s investigation involved Credit Suisse, Union 

Bank of Switzerland and other banks recycling the Letters of Credit – reactivating what should have been 

dead notes.   

 Wanta explains it this way:  “Say a hoodlum comes to a banker and gives that person a clean, 

clear,  active financial document.  You go on the computer and the computer says ‘yes, that person is the 

owner!’  You, the banker, know the hoodlum is not the owner, but he is going to give you 10 or 12  

percent because he’s going to re-cycle the Letter – reactivate it.  There’s one condition before the one-year 

loan the hoodlum is asking for can be granted by the banker.  That once dead but now alive note must be 

returned and destroyed before the loan to the hoodlum matures (becomes due).  In other words, the loan 

must be repaid before its due date.  That way, the bank is not holding the fraudulent financial document 

because the loan is repaid before it becomes due and the dead Letter of Credit that collateralizes the loan 

is destroyed.” 

 A lot of money can be re-cycled that way – perhaps even $4.5 trillion, broken into numerous 

“Letters of Credit” which really do not exist but which once were written.  When people ask me how 

those who are using Wanta’s money use it, I remember his explanation of Chaselet.  A $100 million live 

note would produce a 10 percent commission to the banker of whatever amount of money the hoodlum 

earned on the $100 million, and the thief who is reactivating the note has the use of that $100 million for 

several months.   

 It’s interesting, isn’t it, that William Sessions, Director of the FBI issued a tax evasion arrest 

warrant for Marc Rich and told Wanta to exercise it… but Wanta was arrested (for tax evasion) before 

that could be accomplished.  I remember Lee discussing the day of his arrest with me.  He had seen 

Lorrayne Fine talking with Rich on a hotel balcony and believes Rich had strong ties to the Mossad and 

that Fine (also affiliated with Mossad) told him about the arrest plans (and so Rich never got on the ferry 

to France). 

 A newsletter by Sherman H. Skolnick, http://www.skolnicksreport.com, states the following: 
 

  “President Clinton by unceremoniously sacking Sessions, the day before the later 
Foster murder, put a stop to FBI Director William Sessions' elite unit investigating high 
criminal offenses by both Clinton, former President George Herbert Walker Bush and his 
sons Neil, Jeb, and George W., little-known business cronies of Clinton, as well as other top-
level criminals jointly with Bush/Clinton gang. The gang included Clinton White House 
Senior Advisor Rahm Emanuel, who is also reportedly Acting Deputy Station Chief for North 
America of Israeli Intelligence, The Mossad, of which Ms Fine ostensibly was an operative.”  
SKOLNICK ON RICH 

http://www.skolnicksreport.com/
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 Though Skolnick is no longer alive, his work can be found at the above-listed Web site. 

 Leo Wanta believes that the intelligence information he carried with him which the Sûreté took 

into its possession at the time of his arrest on July 7, 1993, resulted in the murder of (1) Vince Foster 

(Washington, DC, USA) (2) Freddie Woodruff (Tbilisi, Georgia) [An American CIA official] (3) J.J. 

Smith (Mexico City) (4) Lino Burys (Hong Kong) (5) Others.   It is important to remember that FBI 

Director William Sessions was fired by Bill Clinton two days after Wanta’s arrest. 

 Further, Ms. Fine was aware of the oil activities of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown (killed in a 

plane crash… or was it the crash that killed him?), Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary, and Somali 

Ambassador Wanta as to: Operation Restore Hope, 90 Million Barrels of Saudi light crude oil as bid 

contracted to: Marvelous Investments Limited Hong Kong, as assigned to WhiteCloud Petroleum 

Corporation (Delaware), originally owned by Sole Principal Leo Emil Wanta, c/o Bank of New York for 

Delivery to Houston, Texas, USA [WhiteCloud, is reportedly now owned by the George Herbert Walker 

Bush Family].  Wanta met King Faud in the process of negotiating the WhiteCloud Petroleum deal for 

which King Faud was to receive a Humanitarian Award for assisting Somalia.  

 One of the most logical questions that can be asked regarding the facts that will be presented in 

this chapter and those that follow is:  Why didn’t Leo Wanta use all of that money he controlled to buy the 

best possible legal representation?  I have answered that question previously, in Chapter Four, I believe.  

The State of Wisconsin froze his funds.  How much was that, you ask?  Well, let’s look at some bank 

statements that existed just prior to Wanta’s arrest in Lausanne, Switzerland on July 7, 1993. 

 He had a Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (the Philippines Central Bank in Manila) amounting to $100 

million in the form of Bank Guarantee No. 94-001-L-50.  USA & Company of San Francisco documents a 

deposit to MiApollo Investment Limited in the amount of “Three Hundred Ten Billion Dollars to be 

credited to Bank of America for the benefit of Leo Wanta… that same amount was to be deposited on 

Thursday, June 1, 1993, Wednesday June 2, 1993, and Friday, June 4, 1993.  Beginning June 7, 1993, that 

amount “can be increased to … a maximum of $500 Hundred Billion Dollars per day.”  BANGKO 

SENTRAL  

 On July 28, 1996, after his conviction and while sitting in prison one day, Wanta made a list of the 

amounts sitting in his bank accounts around the world.  It read like this: 

 
 1. AmeriTrust (USA/(Suisse)    $162,320,000.00 
 2. AmeriTrust (USA/Suisse)         81,000,000.00 
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 3. White Cloud Petroleum (USA)       90,000,000.00 
 4. MiApollo Investments (Hong Kong)        318,000.000,000.00 
 5. MiApollo Investments (Hong Kong)        2,517,417.00 
 6. Aneko Credit Pte LTD (Singapore)          84,000,000,000.00 
 7. AmeriChina Global Management (Nevada/PRC)         500,000.00 
 8. New Republic/USA Financial (Austria)           1,400,000,000.00 
 9. Metal Account/Receipts/ 
    Gold Bullion at US$385 per Troy Oz.        24,755,500,000.00  (Note:  Today’s gold 

price exceeding $1,700.00 per Troy Ounce would increase this amount by close to 500 percent) 
 
 The total amount of Wanta’s 1993 corporate assets (with no accrued interest calculated), totaled 

US$428,491,837,417.00.  EXAMPLES BANK CONFIRMATIONS The above amounts represent 

liquid assets only and do not reflect many trillions of dollars invested in Prime Bank Guarantees and other 

investments that were busily earning interest. 

 These were the circumstances with which newly-sworn Somali Ambassador to Canada and 

Switzerland dealt and what he and business associates pondered as they had breakfast together on a lovely 

day in early July.  Lausanne is 39 miles northeast from Geneva, the city where Wanta was to meet Vince 

Foster.  He had been named Somali Ambassador in June, a month before his arrest this day, July 7, 1993.  

His Ambassadorial Investiture at the Pullman-Windsor Hotel was witnessed by the Foreign Minister of 

France under the Sarkozy Administration, the Honorable Alain Juppe… a former Mayor of Bordeaux, 

France.   Other well-known people attended, too.  Thus, questions arise as to the legality of the 

imprisonment of Ambassador Wanta in Lausanne. The Swiss may question the validity of the 

Ambassadorial appointment, but they do not have the right to ignore it. 

 Lausanne began as a Roman military camp named Lousanna.  Both Lausanne and Geneva became 

a place of refuge for French Huguenots.  By 1750, ninety pastors had been sent back to France to work 

clandestinely.  Lausanne has a beautiful panoramic view of Lake Geneva and the Alps. 

 After his arrest by a couple of dark-haired guys who had been watching him all through breakfast 

(the Sûreté), Wanta was held in what he terms "a dungeon," cell number 130, within Prison du Bois - 

Mermet, CH du Bois - Gentil, 1018 Lausanne, Switzerland, from July 7, 1993 until November 17, 1993.  

In the 20 years since Wanta’s residency, it appears the Swiss have updated the facility somewhat: 
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   The way Leo Wanta describes his cell, it was built in the 1930s, pre-World War II – maybe pre-

World War I.  An old building with curved ceilings, it contained a cot-like bed, a toilet that didn’t work 

well, and a hot plate (which Wanta used to boil water to sterilize his toothbrush – the steam from the 

boiling water caused black “goo” to fall from the ceiling).  Before putting him in this “pristine” cell, they 

of course first had to “de-louse” him.  They de-louse everyone… except those doing the de-lousing (who 

are the ones who need it).   

 Did they take him into interrogation rooms and try to beat information out of him?  No.  Were 

charges filed against him?  No.  Did they take him into a Swiss courtroom and tell him why he was being 

held in prison?  No.  All they told him was that he was being held on charges for tax evasion in the State 

of Wisconsin… no paperwork was filed, but it was “on the way.”  He never saw the inside of a Swiss 

courtroom in the 134 days they kept him in that cell.  Was he given access to legal counsel?  The Swiss 

say so, but Leo Wanta never talked with any legal counsel.  This is justice in Switzerland.  The U.S. 

Embassy was contacted – by whom, I cannot say.  It does not appear the Sûreté made the contact because 

when U.S. Embassy Consul Carlos Medina appeared to talk with Wanta, the Sûreté immediately took him 

out of the official U.S. Embassy visitation because he was going to “miss his train.”  And the fact that Mr. 

Medina allowed that to happen defines justice in the United States for its intelligence operatives. 

 I am still awaiting an explanation of when it became legal for a European nation to arrest an 

American citizen on just mere claims of a Department of Revenue.  There were no charges filed and no 

trial or other court-based decision of guilt for non-payment of taxes in the United States.  The Swiss arrest 

sets a precedent making it okay for a State in the United States to arrest Swiss citizens for claims (no 
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proof) of non-payment of taxes.  It’s okay if we hold Swiss citizens with no paperwork, no arrest warrant 

from anywhere… we can just arrest and detain them.   

 Switzerland has set the precedent with the arrest of Leo Wanta.  It is easy to see how that country 

defines justice:  Do not arrest on of the biggest money launderers in the world, Marc Rich/Reich, who has 

for many years lived in Zug, Switzerland.  How would Swiss banks survive?  But it’s okay to arrest an 

innocent man and throw him in a dungeon for over four months with no charges against him filed 

anywhere… in Switzerland or the United States! 

 Until I learned of what the Swiss did to Ambassador Wanta, Switzerland – Wengen on the Jung 

Frau – used to be my favorite vacation spot.  I would catch the cog railway in Lauterbrunnen and go to 

Wengen (where no cars were allowed and I had to walk to wherever I wanted to go).  I gave my last 

speech to European bankers at the Dolder Grand Hotel in Zurich in 1989.  That was my last trip to 

Switzerland. 

 The name of the lawyer who was retained as counsel for Wanta is Msr. Felix Paschoud who, at the 

time, was with the law firm Carrard, Paschoud, Heim & Associates.  Wanta firmly believes Msr. 

Paschoud’s firm was paid a mid-range five figure retainer to represent him… but Msr. Paschoud 

disagrees.  A copy of the letters between me and Msr. Paschoud, the former Chief Judge of Lausanne, the 

current Chief Judge of Lausanne, and others will be linked at the end of this chapter. Since there was no 

court appearance, no charges filed, the obvious question is:  How did the Swiss justify the arrest of this 

man?   

 Shortly after his arrival in Cell #130 at Prison du Bois, what Wanta believes the first attempt on 

his life occurred.  A Trustee brought dinner to his cell… no, he wasn’t released into a prison yard for 

exercise each day nor did he get to join other prisoners at mealtime.  A prisoner who was a Trustee 

brought all of his meals to his cell.  For all practical purposes, Leo Emil Wanta was held in solitary 

confinement in an old, dirty dungeon the Swiss find acceptable as a “cell.”   Where’s the Red Cross when 

you need them?   

 Wanta has lactose intolerance so when the Trustee, a pleasant guy who had previously brought 

dinner to him in his cell, brought dinner and there were very nice pieces of wrapped cheese on the tray, he 

offered them to the Trustee.  He couldn’t eat them. 

 Wanta listened as he heard a voice crying out in pain all night, begging for help.  He found out the 

next day that the Trustee to whom he gave the cheese had died of poisoning. 
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 When he was so unlawfully thrown into the filthy cell (Wanta now calls it a “suite” to amuse 

himself), the first question he asked of the One he considers to be always with him, the Lord Jesus Christ, 

was:  “How the hell did we get here?”  Many other questions followed during the ensuing months.  As 

Ecclesiastes tells us, there is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under the heavens… a 

time to be born and a time to die, among other things. 

 Perhaps this time in solitary confinement was when Lee Emil Wanta had, for the first time in his 

very busy life, the opportunity to meditate upon the very strong beliefs he has… not just his beliefs in God 

and his Catholic faith.  In those two things he has always been very strong, very secure.  But the year of 

his life prior to his arrest – his difficulties in Singapore with the $1 billion bill, the loss of his good friend 

and brother, Kok Howe Kwong, the deceptions perpetrated by highly-placed Americans elected to office 

to serve the people of the nation Wanta had served honorably – all of these had to give him pause for 

thought.  Who was he serving?  He had thought it was a Constitutional Republic.  But he was finding the 

reality to be quite different from what had been held out to him all of his life… and what he as a patriotic 

American citizen (like so many of us) had readily accepted. 

 Lee – and I call him Lee here rather than Leo because I speak of the personal beliefs of a friend, 

not the accomplishments of a secret agent – doesn’t talk much about these quiet times in his life… times 

when he was alone, times when, like so many good soldiers, he was willing to lay down his life for his 

beliefs.  As he says, “there is nothing more bored than a purposeless person…” and du Bois Prison gave 

him an opportunity to ponder the state of his nation.  It gave him a purpose as he lay on a hard bed day 

after day, in prison in a foreign nation, to redefine his beliefs about freedom, the Constitution and the rule 

of Law, and truth.   

 Freedom, he decided, comes in two parts. 

 First, a person must be free to make decisions.  This Wanta calls freedom from restraint.  So the 

first part of freedom as defined by Lee Wanta is the freedom from having your destiny determined by 

others.  You get to choose. 

 But the freedom to choose your own destiny is only half of freedom.   

 Part II is the freedom to establish the goals that will help you achieve your destiny.  These are two 

different actions… the freedom to decide and the freedom to achieve. 

 If you decide you are going on vacation and want to take a train, you need to have a specific 

destination in mind.  If you do not, your conversation at the ticket window is bound to be very interesting. 

 “Yes, sir/ma’am.  How can I help you?” 
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 “I want to purchase a ticket on the train.” 

 “And what is your destination?” 

 “Well, I don’t know… maybe Chicago, maybe Miami, maybe Los Angeles… I am exercising my 

freedom to decide I want to travel… but I don’t want to go to the trouble of deciding where I’m going.” 

 You wouldn’t get very far, would you?   

 Part I – the freedom to decide – is a bridge to Part II which is the freedom to establish goals.  

Without the bridge (making a decision, Part I) there is no reason to go to a destination (Part II) – because 

without a decision there is no destination for which goals are required. 

 The key to understanding freedom is to understand that the two – the bridge and the destination – 

must always be separate, but must be bound together.  When they become separated, freedom does not 

exist. 

 “Individuals,” Lee says, “have responsibilities under each of the two freedom phases.  Under the 

‘freedom to decide’ phase (the bridge), we are responsible for gathering as much information as possible 

so the selections we make will be good ones.  Under the ‘freedom to establish goals’ phase (the 

destination), we make specific decisions about how to implement our choices.” 

 So Part I is the freedom to choose our destiny, Part II is the freedom to decide how we will achieve 

our destiny.  Lee gave another example which, on first glance, sounds like a repetition of the train travel 

example, above.  It is not.  It goes deeper into understanding how, as knowledge increases, so too does 

freedom. 

 “Say you decide to become a linguist – an expert in foreign languages,” Lee said… he speaks 

several languages, German and Russian among them.  “To achieve a goal requires discipline… so the 

freedom of choice isn’t free,” he said quietly.  

 “The more you study syntax, the more you obey the laws of grammar,  the more you subject 

yourself to an expanded vocabulary, the more you know genders and tenses, etc., the more free you are to 

speak that particular language.” 

 Truthfully, I had never thought about freedom in those terms.  The more knowledge one gains in 

the effort to achieve the desired self destiny, the more free one will be to exercise that destiny.  Yet, it 

points to a very valid problem in our country today.  How many people do you know who declare their 

desire for freedom, but who won’t exercise the discipline to read the Constitution or the Bill of Rights?  

Those who do, have a greater understanding of freedom than those who do not.  What Lee is saying is that 

the more you know about what it is you want to do in life, the greater will be your freedom in achieving it. 
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 As he sat in that Swiss dungeon for 134 days with nothing to do, he had numerous conversations 

with the Lord.  The fact that his freedom in the physical world had suddenly ended in unjustified 

imprisonment perhaps stimulated his ever present strong sense of spiritual freedom.  He thought about his 

separation from his family and it ran a bit parallel to his thoughts about freedom in the physical world.   

 “The freedom to decide your destiny can never be divorced from the freedom for establishing your 

goals to achieve that destiny,” he had realized.  Freedom to decide your destiny – the bridge – can never 

be removed from the freedom to achieve – the destination.  The two are distinctly separate just as a 

husband and wife are separate, but they work together as one, creating a marriage called “freedom.”  If the 

freedom to decide your destiny is lost, you have no need for the freedom to achieve because you no longer 

have a purpose, or a destiny.  If the destination is lost – freedom to establish goals to help you achieve 

your destiny – the freedom to decide becomes meaningless. 

 “If you go into a restaurant to order food,” he began, “you can choose anything you please… this 

is freedom to choose your dining destiny for the day.  The waiter doesn’t tell you what you must have 

(except in a Swiss prison cell).  The purpose of the meal – the freedom to achieve the goal of assuaging 

your hunger – is what?  To nourish your body, to replenish energy spent during the day… and to enjoy the 

taste of the food.”   

 Freedom works the same way.  We must be able to choose our destinies, and we must be free to 

implement our plans to achieve them.  If we can’t order from the restaurant what we want to eat, why go 

to a restaurant?  If we order fried chicken and the waiter brings us liver and onions, unless we like liver 

we will not achieve our objective.  Even if we like liver but want fried chicken this night, it is likely we 

will never return to the restaurant because it violated our freedom of choice.  The bridge (choice) and the 

destination (implementation of the choice) go together. 

 We discussed the problems of Western cultures today relative to the definition of “freedom.”  

 “Freedom in the modern world,” he said, “has turned ‘freedom to choose’ into ‘license.’  It has 

been redefined to mean ‘whatever I want to do, I get to do when I want to do it!’  As a result, there has 

been a divorce between the bridge (choice) and the destination (outcome).  The two are joined as a Law of 

Nature… a Law of God, who created nature.  As the old wedding statement goes, ‘what God hath joined 

together, let no man put asunder.’  That’s true whether you’re talking about husbands and wives – or 

freedom. 

 We discussed the various ways this is seen in developed societies who now accept the definition of 

freedom as “license.”  Without a firm objective, for example, young adults use the license of their “I can 
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do whatever I want” philosophy to go to college with no firm objective in mind.  The result is parents with 

children who cannot find useful jobs who still live with Mom and Dad.  They viewed their freedom to 

choose self destiny – their bridge to their future destination – as a license to do what they wanted rather 

than what they needed to do to have a future.  There is no freedom in such a situation.  The parents are not 

free and their young adults, living at home, aren’t free to go out into the world and learn the lessons life 

has to teach them. 

 Leo Wanta has a clear view of both spiritual and physical freedom.  It would have been very easy 

for him to compromise his beliefs and join the crooked system, but he couldn’t do that.  He understands 

very clearly that everything in life is a matter of choice and he knows that there is nothing more valuable 

in life than truth.  Jesus said “I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life.” 

 He had a long time to dwell on these subjects as he lay on that hard cot in cell #130 in that old, 

dirty dungeon at Prison du Bois in Lausanne. 

 Wanta sees a great danger in the way Western cultures define “freedom” today. 

 “We do not seem to understand our reason for living… we question our purpose in life – why we 

are alive,” he says.  “Instead of working toward an ideal, we do what we want (which is usually defined as 

what’s easy) because we define freedom as license.  We do what we want, not what we must do to achieve 

a clearly-defined destiny.  Freedom brings with it responsible behavior; license does not.  Today people 

have too few ideals, or worse they seem to continually change one ideal for another and call it progress.  If 

we don’t know in our Western world why we are living, is the rising suicide rate any surprise?  The 

essence of a man’s freedom isn’t just to be able to do what he wants regardless of who it hurts or the lost 

opportunities it causes.  We must have objectives and goals and direction in life.” 

 That belief indicates that we don’t make children healthier physically or psychologically by 

withholding reality from them.  Removing grades from report cards so those who don’t achieve at the 

level of an A student harms the A student and doesn’t really help the C or D student… and it separates the 

bridge of freedom of destiny from the destination of the reality of what must be done to achieve it.   It 

encourages kids to think freedom is license, not responsible choices.  Removing the scoring system from 

athletic events so no one feels like a loser does nothing to teach children anything about how to win – or, 

even more important, how to get off of the ground after a defeat and win the next time.  Sometimes you 

win, sometimes you lose.  We are supposed to learn from both experiences.  Again, this separates the 

bridge from the destination and encourages the definition of freedom to mean license. 
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 “We talk of freedom of speech – as if it means there could never be any limitation on freedom of 

speech,” Lee says.  “Certainly there is.  Freedom of speech has an objective and a goal.  It is to be used to 

communicate truth and knowledge.  No one is entitled to freedom of speech for purposes of personal 

abuse – that is license of speech.  Yelling ‘fire’ in a crowded theater is license of speech – of doing what I 

want when I want because I want to do it.  All freedoms have certain goals and certain purposes – and that 

infers responsibility to make good choices.  We have allowed others who want to take freedom from us to 

re-define the meaning of words and if we don’t recapture the truthful meanings, we will continue to lose 

our freedom. 

 “That’s why we have so many people today willing to surrender their responsibilities in return for 

security.  They are full of anxieties and worries.  There is nothing in life quite as boring as a purposeless 

existence.  People who view freedom as license are incapable of establishing a unified or national purpose 

based on freedom because license says ‘I do what I want when I want and how I want.’  It is a selfish 

philosophy.  It is incapable of understanding the concept of a national purpose, of freedom for all citizens.  

It is totally based in the word ‘I.’” 

 Wanta says the danger of defining freedom as license to do what one wants with no ties to clearly 

defined goals is this:  “Nations who choose this philosophy find they are strong only in war, but not in 

peace.”   

 “We have, I fear, become a purposeless, bored Great Nation of people willing to hand over 

personal responsibilities to government in return for security.  Since no government in world history has 

ever provided security for its citizens without concurrently enslaving them, the impact of that statement is 

frightening,” Wanta says.  “A nation that has no unified base because it has no unified faith has no 

recognized universal goal or purpose in life.  A nation that defines freedom as ‘I get to do what I want,’ 

rather than ‘I feel a part of something and want my life to reflect a commitment to it,’ is strong only in 

war because war forces a purpose on an otherwise purposeless society.  It forces the nation into the 

survival mode of defending our own existence.” 

 He pointed out that Communism takes the opposite road.   

 “Communism says ‘we, the government, are god.  We are perfection.  We take away your freedom 

of choice.  Our materialistic, atheistic society does not give you the liberty to choose political candidates.  

It takes away the rights of suffrage and the rights of voting and it does these things because we take the 

place of God.’ 
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 “That is why Article 125 of the Soviet Constitution told its citizens that they were entitled to 

freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and freedom of the press only if they supported the communist 

system.” 

 And then Leo Wanta brought the concept of freedom in the physical, materialized world and wove 

it into the tapestry that includes his faith in God.   

 “Communism doesn’t offer real freedom.  The freedoms communism removes from people are 

freedoms that belong only to God and no government has the right to give or take them.  Only He can do 

that.  But we need to realize that people who live in communist societies have eliminated the bridge – the 

right to determine one’s own destiny.  They believe it is government and not God that imparts rights to 

citizens.  Communist governments have a purpose for each citizen and they have goals… and places like 

Siberia and work camps where so many Russian people died are evidence of what happens to those who 

do not accept the goals the government sets for them.” 

 Lee then said something that should make all of us nervous. 

 “Communist states are strong not only in war, they are also strong in peace – and that is the 

greatest possible threat to real freedom.   

 “They are strong in peace because they know the purpose of their philosophy.  They are united 

with their goals.  The destinies communist governments select for their citizens may not make the citizen 

happy, but they are well-defined and they serve a purpose.” 

 This, then is the condition of the world as seen through the eyes of a man who has had his freedom 

unlawfully removed and who has done more to try to ensure freedom than most others. 

 One other thing Lee Wanta said we all need to pay attention to:  “If freedom results only from 

physical power – as it does under communist systems of government – then only the strong are free.  That 

is true of any government, communist or not.  When freedom is defined only as license, it is merely a 

contest of egos and soon only the most narcissistic among us are held up as heroes.  That is not freedom, 

though that is how freedom in America today appears to be defined.  Communism says freedom is the 

right to do whatever you must… in other words, the means justifies the end.  That is certainly not freedom 

– though it is practiced by many governments around the world that do not call themselves “communist 

nations.”   

 At the base of Lee Wanta’s philosophy is the concept that truth makes you free.  He has clearly said 

that the more people understand the Laws of God, the freer people are to enjoy life. 
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 “The Laws of God are not restrictions on human liberty.  God could have given us a world in 

which His creations – human beings – were unable to make bad choices.  He didn’t.  He gave us choice.  

Why?  Because I believe He rejoices when people choose good over evil, when people think positive 

rather than negative thoughts, when they obey His Laws of Nature.” 

 Lee points out that some of God’s laws – scientific or mathematical laws – are rigid. 

 “You can’t draw a triangle with more than three sides – you aren’t free to do that.  You can’t draw 

a square with more than four sides – you aren’t free to do that.  Some things in God’s Laws of Nature are 

engraved in stone.  God took a risk when He made men free beings,” he said.   

 I once heard Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen say that “Hell is the guarantee of human freedom.  A man 

with a clinched fist can raise it eternally in the air and say ‘non serviam’ – I will not serve!  It may result 

in his own misery and unhappiness, but it is his choice.” 

            Archbishop Sheen went on to say:  “He knew that there would be goodness produced from all of this 

evil in His own Divine way… and the universe never became meaningless with it all because one day He 

came into this world of ours and took upon Himself a human nature and allowed Himself to be visited 

with all of the effects of evil.  He submitted himself to the free acts of man – from all of us – and what 

was the worst that free men could do?  How could they most abuse their freedom?  They could most abuse 

their freedom not by killing, not by bombing cities.  They could most abuse freedom by slaying Goodness, 

itself.  In that moment, evil was at its strongest, showing its greatest might.  And yet, evil went down 

because of the Glory of the Resurrection.” 

 I know Lee Emil Wanta holds the victory of good over evil proven by the Resurrection of Christ 

close to his heart.  And I know he believes We, the People, can, with the right attitude, defeat those who 

would steal our American Freedom.  I know that he defines “the right attitude as lawful solutions that 

support the Constitution of our Great Nation, America.           

 Perhaps we need to stop spending so much time dwelling on the problems and spend more time dwelling 

on the solutions.  They are there for us to find.   
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The case of Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta: American Patriot vs Thieves' World (Part 1)  

 
[Note from the author: My distinguished colleague, Marilyn M. Barnewall, published an article 
about Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta on NewsWithViews.com, January 10, 2010. As we 
exchanged opinions, I decided to write my own piece, which could add more facts about this 
outstanding former U.S. intelligence operative and financial expert – “The 27.5 Trillion Dollar 
Man” -- still living in oblivion, while crooks and banksters continue their scams that had led to 
the American and global financial crisis.] 
 
Leo (Lee) Emil Wanta – now 69 years old – could have been one of the richest men in the world. 
All he had to do was rip off a small part of the profits from huge secret financial operations of 
U.S. intelligence with which he had been entrusted in the 1980s by President Ronald Reagan. 
 
Operating under several code names (i.e. Stillpoint, Frank B. Ingram – SA32NV; Rick Reynolds 
– SA233MS; Lee E Wanta – S-31-IANO Sector V), Wanta used his exceptional skills to 
destabilize the Russian Ruble and to prompt the fall of the Soviet Empire. 
 
As a result of Wanta’s operations, conducted from Vienna and extending as far as Hong Kong, 
huge sums of money had been amassed in various banks and tax-free havens all over the world. 
Working with several trusted intelligence operatives and financial experts, Wanta engaged in 
many secret deals on behalf of the U.S. Government. The profits from them grew to 
approximately $27.5 trillion. Wanta still holds the “golden keys” to the money that the late 
President Reagan wanted to be used for the benefit of ordinary Americans. The money was never 
intended to enrich the Establishment – the super-rich and the most powerful. 
 
True to Reagan’s directions, Leo Emil Wanta refused to release the funds, which had been 
diverted to numerous private overseas accounts. But despite his efforts, a large part of U.S. 
intelligence-stashed monies were essentially looted by corrupt U.S. political “crime families.” 
You would recognize their well-known names if you heard them. 
 
The patriotic stance of Wanta got him deep in trouble. It almost cost him his life. Other 
associates, however, such as Kok Howe Kwong (his Chinese business partner), Freddie 
Woodruff, Francois de Grosseurve, were all found dead. You can add the name of Vince Foster, 
former White House Counsel, to the list. The killings are an integral part of the long process of 
stealing U.S. intelligence money. It continues to this day. 
 
134 days in a Swiss dungeon 
 
From Wanta’s interview with Tom Valentine on Radio Free America, it is clear that in October 
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1992, Wanta was asked by the Bush Administration to procure and deliver prime bank 
guarantees – which are bank debentures. At first, the Bush Administration wanted to run the 
prime bank guarantees through MiApollo Investments, Ltd. in Hong Kong. They changed their 
minds, preferring to use an American company. To accommodate, Wanta used his AmeriTrust 
Corporation. The contract was from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) by U.S. 
Attorney Sandro Sordi, Deputy Attorney General, Dade County, FL, an associate of Janet Reno, 
then with Richard C. Breeden (SEC Chairman), via Chemical Bank, Chase Manhattan and 
Citicorp. The contract was signed by Leo E. Wanta, Principal, on January 15, 1993. The pay 
orders came from Credit Suisse. 
 
After George H.W. Bush lost his bid for re-election, the Clinton Administration wanted access to 
the money. Their attempts began when White House counsel Vincent Foster asked Wanta to pay 
Laura D’Andrea Tyson and Leon Panetta who was at that time Director of Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) – now CIA Director – $250 million for The Children’s Defense Fund. 
 
“On July 7, 1993, I bought breakfast for Consul General Giovanni Ferro and Lorrayne Fine (an 
Israeli Mossad agent) of L.H. Financial Group, Johannesburg, South Africa,” Wanta said. 
“Others in the group – but not at breakfast – included Anthony Maniaci (Queen’s Counsel at 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada), and Sandro Sordi (former Dade County Deputy AG, mentioned 
above). We have verified that Deputy White House Counsel Foster made hotel reservations for 
everyone in Geneva. The hotel rooms, his itinerary and air travel plans are on his American 
Express card…” Wanta continued. 
 
“The group having breakfast at the Hotel Au Lac in Lausanne, that day, July 7, 1993, planned to 
take the train to Geneva to meet with Vince Foster later that day. I had no idea Panetta was 
coming. I never saw him. Fine had too much luggage and I was carrying a blue nylon bag 
containing all of my files… heavy, weighed close to 100 pounds. So we opted to go to Geneva by 
taxi… a 20-minute ride. Foster and his group were to join us at the Hotel de la Paix in Geneva to 
discuss the deal. 
 
“I was arrested by the Suisse Sûreté (the detective force of French-speaking Swiss) before rising 
from the breakfast table. ” Thus, Wanta never got to Geneva or met with Vince Foster – nor was 
he given the opportunity to arrest Marc Rich (Reich) as directed by the then-FBI Director 
William Sessions. (Telephone interview with M. Barnewall, January 16, 2010.) 
 
When Greg Szymanski interviewed him, Wanta said: “I was named Ambassador from Somalia to 
Switzerland and Canada as a cover to arrest Marc Rich (Reich]. When I got there, I found myself 
in a Swiss dungeon and Rich was set free. Foster was also there on behalf of the Clintons, asking 
me for $250 million for The Children’s Defense Fund of which Hillary was chairman. Later, 
Vince attempted to help me out of my situation, but later I was notified he was found dead and I 
never found out what happened to the $250 million.” 
 
Tom Valentine interview of Wanta: “On July 20, 1993 the Swiss Prison Superintendent told me 
that Vincent Foster was dead – on my daughter’s birthday.” Was it a Mafia-style warning? 
Wanta was kept in what he calls “a Swiss dungeon” at Du Bois, near Lausanne, under the false 
pretext of tax evasion in the State of Wisconsin. His diplomatic status was breached for 134 days, 
from July 7 to November 17, 1993 before he was flown to New York in chains. 
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A federal judge in New York City, Allyce Ross in the Eastern District Court, called it “subterfuge” 
by the State Department and the State of Wisconsin. She said: “This is absurd and bizarre that 
Ambassador Wanta is held.” The New York case was dismissed with prejudice by the U.S. 
Attorney on November 19, 1993. Yet, he was re-arrested and sent to a prison in Wisconsin and 
later to other U.S. prison compounds where he was badly treated. 
 
Although Wanta had no idea what The Children’s Defense Fund was all about, a financial 
investigator, Marco Saba of the Organized Crime Observatory in Switzerland, later wrote about 
it. It was a secret fund: “One component of this information concerns the activities of the CIA 
operative known as Mrs. Hillary Rodham Clinton. For some years prior to the elevation of her 
husband, Bill, a CIA operative like his ‘CIA wife,’ Hillary had been in control of an organization 
calling itself ‘The Children’s Defense Fund.’” It is alleged, on the basis of intelligence community 
leaks, that Hillary became accustomed to treating The Children’s Defense Fund as “her own 
private slush fund.” (Greg Szymanski, Rense.com, March 26, 2006). 
 
In 1981, President Reagan issued Executive Order 12333, known as “Title 18, Section 6.” It 
authorized U.S. intelligence services to operate corporations for intelligence purposes and deny 
any intelligence community connection. In other words, they could lie about their real corporate 
purpose. 
 
Following is an overview from writings of British financial intelligence expert and editor 
Christopher Story, International Currency Review - World Reports. His comments are factual. 
 
In the fall of 1993, upon leaving the Brooklyn Courthouse, Leo Wanta was unlawfully detained 
without a warrant by New York Police Department detectives. They apologetically explained that 
they were ‘doing Wisconsin a favor.’ They were acting on a telephone call from the Wisconsin 
Department of Revenue requesting his arrest for alleged failure to pay State taxes. Leo was not 
shown any warrant or provided a copy of any charges filed by the State of Wisconsin. 
 
The pretext for Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta’s unlawful detention: He allegedly owed a civil 
Wisconsin State tax of $14,129, dating from 1982 and 1988. But it wasn’t true. Wanta lived 
abroad, not in Wisconsin, since the 1985 legal separation from his wife. The Wisconsin 
Department of Revenue claimed he was a U.S. resident because his wife lived in Appleton. 
Somehow they didn’t understand the words “legally separated.” Since his wife filed for divorce in 
1995 charging abandonment as of 1985, it’s clear Leo Wanta had no legal ties to Wisconsin in 
years for which civil taxes were being charged. 
 
Wanta had been notified of the illegal civil state tax assessment while working in Singapore on 
U.S. government business. Wanta remitted the $14,129. On May 15, 1992, Wanta sent the money 
from Singapore via Telegraphic Transfer by Malaysian Banking Berhad. It was sent in favor of 
Wanta’s Wisconsin Attorney, Thomas Wilson, and was deposited in his Attorney Trust Account 
with Bank One, Appleton, Wisconsin 54911, account commission of S$29.17 plus the cable cost 
of a further S$20.40 [Singapore Dollars]. The falsely demanded $14,129 was duly paid by 
Attorney Wilson under protest to the Wisconsin Department of Revenue. The check cleared the 
First Wisconsin National Bank (later Firstar Corporation, now U.S. Bancorp) in Milwaukee. 
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The State tax levied against him was and remains fraudulent. The original Wisconsin tax charges 
against Leo Wanta were civil, not criminal charges. Criminal charges of tax evasion were filed 
only when he insisted he had paid the civil tax assessment – twice (once in May; again in June, 
1992). He refused to pay it a third time. 
 
He remained illegally incarcerated without a warrant in the State of New York until December 
13, 1993. At that time, law enforcement officers finally extradited him unlawfully to Wisconsin. 
Wanta had not resided in Wisconsin since 1985 and became a legal resident of Vienna, Austria, 
after June 1988. There, among other things, he was Director-General of New Republic/USA 
Financial Group, GES.m.b.H., one of his USG Title 18, Section 6 intelligence corporations, 
located at Karntnerstrasse 28/15, A-1010 Wien (Vienna) 
_____________________ 
David Dastych is a veteran international journalist and a former intelligence operative. In 
1961, he joined the Polish Foreign Intelligence Service. Between 1961 and 1968 and in 1973 he 
worked in Western Europe, the US, and Asia (Vietnam and China). In 1973, in South Vietnam 
he joined the C.I.A. He later worked as a journalist and political analyst, specializing in the 
Soviet and East European regimes with foreign institutes for strategic studies, and with 
American and other Western diplomatic missions and international organizations. 
 
Between 1976 and 1981 Dastych worked as a Public Relations Officer, then as an analyst and 
Deputy Manager of the Japanese Foreign Trade Organization (JETRO) in Warsaw (1982-
1983). In 1987, Dastych was arrested. The Polish Communist Military Tribunal sentenced him 
to 8 years for spying for the CIA and allegedly for the Japanese Prime Minister’s Intelligence 
Service. Having served 3 of an eight year sentence in special wards for political prisoners in 
Warsaw and Barczewo Prisons, he was released in 1990 after the collapse of communism in 
Poland. 
 
From 1990 to 1994 Dastych worked with several intelligence services monitoring illegal 
nuclear trade. In 1994, he broke his vertebral column in a mountain accident in France. After 
several years of cure and rehabilitation, he resumed his career as a journalist, free-lance editor 
and columnist and writes for, among others, Polish, American and Canadian media. He runs 
his own media agency serving foreign authors and businesses. 
 
 
The case of Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta:  Part II 
 
Part I of this article catalogued events leading up to the illegal arrest of Ambassador Leo E. 
Wanta on July 7, 1993, in Lausanne, Switzerland. It was the beginning of a nightmare destined 
to haunt the Ambassador for many years… until the present time, in fact. 
 
To add to Leo’s injuries, as soon as he was “imprisoned” on falsified charges, the ruthless 
Wisconsin authorities sold his former Wisconsin family home, behind his back and without his 
permission, for a knock-down price of around $60,000, and kept the proceeds. All attempts to 
procure a proper accounting of this theft have failed. So far. (Interview, M. Barnewall, June 11, 
2009: Wanta said, “After they illegally took my family home, the property was occupied by a 
State of Wisconsin Attorney.”) 
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By March 1994, Leo Wanta had already languished for nine months in what he terms “a Swiss 
dungeon.” The U.S. government distinguished itself at the outset by forcing him to be strip-
searched in the snow. It is behavior indistinguishable from what happens in the Soviet GULAG 
(about which the U.S. State Department affected such outrage for decades). 
 
At least four attempts were made to murder him inside the U.S. Of these, the most outrageous 
was the criminal behavior of a Deputy Sheriff who drove up to the Kettle Moraine Corrections 
Facility in Wisconsin, changed into prisoner’s clothing, established proximity to Leo and 
attempted to murder him in the washroom. On that occasion, his life was saved by Duty 
Sergeant Randy Miller who dragged the deputized murderer out of the washroom and the 
prisoners’ quarters. The intruder fled back to the administration area, took off his false 
prisoner’s clothing, dressed back in his Deputy Sheriff’s uniform, and made off in his County car. 
 
When these successive Soviet-style liquidation attempts failed, the Soviet technique of trying to 
have Leo certified insane, was attempted. After the seventh attempt, his fate was sealed when Dr. 
Connie Lee, Chief Psychiatrist for the State of Wisconsin, mindful of such abuses and fully 
satisfied that Leo was mentally stable and proficient, refused to go along with the State’s 
conspiracy and certified Leo to be of sound mind. After that episode, attempts to delete him 
from history ceased. 
 
Leo Wanta was moved around the U.S. prison system. For example, he spent from 1998 until 
September 2001 at amaximum-security facility in the State of Oklahoma. During that period, he 
was regularly removed from his cell. His cell was searched, items were taken from it and they 
were not returned. The papers taken from his cell included legal documents, files, and papers 
from attorneys. A routine was now established whereby Leo was deliberately moved around the 
Wisconsin/US prison compounds, so his mail always lagged behind his latest movements, 
and/or failed to catch up with him. 
 
Institution authorities from the State of Oklahoma informed him that they lacked certain 
background information on him and requested his cooperation in obtaining it. Leo cooperated 
and learned from institution personnel that they had queried the Wisconsin State Department of 
Corrections, which had confirmed that no criminal background report was available on him. 
 
Meanwhile the Central Intelligence Agency put word out that Leo Emil Wanta was dead. 
 
This false information was disseminated among strictly compartmentalized agents and cadres, 
with poor knowledge of the broader picture, and throughout the relevant sectors of the 
international financial community. Given this ‘tabula rasa’ situation, the coast was clear (or so 
the criminalists assumed) to ransack, steal, misappropriate, misuse, divert, claim, usurp, 
collateralize, hypothecate and otherwise unlawfully exploit the $27.5 trillion of which Leo Emil 
Wanta was and remains the sole Principal and Trustor. All concerned were happy with this 
illegal state of affairs – which has continued without ceasing. They have also used the 
Ambassador’s $4.5 trillion compromise funds Settlement agreed in May 2006. On June 28, 
2001, eight years after his illegal arrest, Leo Wanta was released from prison and on November 
28, 2004, Leo Wanta’s parole case was discharged absolutely. He began his consecutive 
probation case. (End of comments based on facts as presented by World Reports.) 
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Leo Wanta has had no probation violations. On July 21, 2005, Wanta’s court-ordered financial 
obligations were paid in full. 
 
Perhaps the best way to end this era of Wanta’s life and look hopefully to the future is with a 
letter from Wisconsin Revenue Agent Angela Dunlap. In her February 18, 1999 letter to Wanta’s 
California CIA attorney, she said: “The Department of Revenue has no record of a delinquent tax 
account issued to Lee E. Wanta…” The letter is on State of Wisconsin Department of Revenue 
letterhead. 
 
Recent “Wantagate” Developments 
 
Ambassador Wanta’s restrictions have been lifted, with effect from November 14, 2005, thanks 
to a loan of $ 35,000 from the Publisher of International Currency Review – World Reports, 
Christopher Story. The loan enabled Leo Wanta to pay the unlawful tax (which Wanta had 
already paid) plus interest. Payment was duly confirmed. Earlier, in 2003, “in an unexpected 
move” Wanta filed a court case. Although the case was dismissed under sovereign immunity, he 
received verification from the court that his status as legal Trustor is valid. This decision of the 
District Court of Virginia (April 15, 2003), announced by a truly independent Judge, Gerald 
Bruce Lee, charged Wanta with repatriating the $ 23 trillion from foreign sources and instructed 
him to pay taxes on it. He told Wanta to use federal collection courts as a recovery process. 
 
In 2006, due to an Agreement Wanta made with the Bush Administration, $ 4.5 trillion was 
wired to Wanta care of Bank of America in Richmond VA. He has never been able to collect the 
money and pay $ 1.575 trillion tax to the IRS. Interesting, isn’t it? In 1993, Wanta was arrested 
on a bogus charge of non-payment of Wisconsin taxes. In 2010, the government prevents him 
from paying $1.575 trillion in taxes he openly admits he owes the IRS on the $4.5 trillion wired 
to him in 2006. Why won’t the government allow Leo Wanta to collect his money and pay his 
taxes? It appears an “invisible hand” in the federal system stopped the money flow. Was the 
agreed upon $ 4.5 trillion stolen? If so, who did it? That’s really the most important question. 
 
In the last few years Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta and/or his lawyers wrote several letters to 
U.S. President George W. Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney. Each letter proposed positive 
ways in which Leo Wanta could use his funds to help his country. With his repatriation funds he 
proposed purchasing Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae so a stable base could be put under America’s 
faltering real estate market. No response. The repatriation of the secret U.S. intelligence funds ($ 
23 trillion) could go far to ease the pangs people feel from U.S. economic problems. It could have 
prevented the U.S. financial crisis. (Some of Wanta’s letters are archived in my files). 
 
Let me quote the last public letter by Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta, dated January 13, 2010, 
addressed to President Barack Obama and other members of his Administration: 
 
Mr. President: - 
I am ready to work with you and your good presidential offices, to rebuild Haiti WITHOUT USG 
Tax US Dollars, upon the immediate release of my personal monetary funds of US Dollars 4.5 
trillion _ plus interest accruals; less my personal/civil repatriation/federal tax payment upon my 
economic receipt, in conjunction with my preferred US Treasury Bond Investment programs, 
inter alia. 
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Please advise so we can develop immediate food/rebuild/safety/medical etc. programs 
forthwith. 
Thank you for your rapid response to these emergency conditions to assist the Haiti Populace, 
inter alia. No need for a second Katrina incident… 
 
Thank you… Lee 
 
Will President Barack Obama answer Leo’s letter and proposal? I doubt it. The officialdom in 
Washington D.C. usually ignores Leo Emil Wanta. Maybe they will appoint a Czar to dispose of 
his money. Who knows? Maybe that has already been done – at least for the $ 4.5 trillion that 
has disappeared, the $4.5 trillion wired in 2006 to the Bank of America in Richmond, Virginia 
that has disappeared. For part one click below. 
 
______________________  

 
David Dastych is a veteran international journalist and a former intelligence operative. In 1961, 
he joined the Polish Foreign Intelligence Service. Between 1961 and 1968 and in 1973 he worked 
in Western Europe, the US, and Asia (Vietnam and China). In 1973, in South Vietnam he joined 
the C.I.A. He later worked as a journalist and political analyst, specializing in the Soviet and East 
European regimes with foreign institutes for strategic studies, and with American and other 
Western diplomatic missions and international organizations. 
 
Between 1976 and 1981 Dastych worked as a Public Relations Officer, then as an analyst and 
Deputy Manager of the Japanese Foreign Trade Organization (JETRO) in Warsaw (1982-
1983). In 1987, Dastych was arrested. The Polish Communist Military Tribunal sentenced him 
to 8 years for spying for the CIA and allegedly for the Japanese Prime Minister’s Intelligence 
Service. Having served 3 of an eight year sentence in special wards for political prisoners in 
Warsaw and Barczewo Prisons, he was released in 1990 after the collapse of communism in 
Poland. 
 
From 1990 to 1994 Dastych worked with several intelligence services monitoring illegal 
nuclear trade. In 1994, he broke his vertebral column in a mountain accident in France. After 
several years of cure and rehabilitation, he resumed his career as a journalist, free-lance editor 
and columnist and writes for, among others, Polish, American and Canadian media. He runs 
his own media agency serving foreign authors and businesses. 

NOTE:  David Dastych passed away from a mysterious lung disorder in the fall of 2010. 
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Skolnick's letter from Leo Wanta from 2001. Note that Foster was not the only one murdered to keep  
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Marc Rich out of jail. Notice the reference to AmeriTrust, the CIA proprietary created by Wanta. It's a 
small, small world. 
 
[Barnewall Note:  Leo Wanta had been out of prison in Oklahoma about three months when he wrote this 

letter.] 
 
http://www.skolnicksreport.com/mrfingered.html  
MARC RICH and Others---FINGERED BY A LETTER  
2/28/01 by Sherman H. Skolnick  
 
The monopoly press reportedly is interested in a strange letter that has surfaced. It names specific persons 
and events and it relates to the apparent murder of Clinton White House Deputy Counsel Vincent W. 
Foster, Jr., July, 1993, the manipulation of the gold markets by Marc Rich in combination with large 
financial forces, as well as tied to huge illicit funds money laundered by the Bush family in combination 
with Bill Clinton as their little-publicized crony and confederate.  
 
In the letter, our editorial comments to update those who might not be knowledgeable are in brackets. 
Visit our website story for more details on the how and why murder of Foster, "Greenspan Aids and 
Bribes Bush Family".  
 
THE LETTER, verbatim as received  
 
22nd day of January, 2001 A.D.  
 
To U.S. President George W. Bush U.S. Vice President Richard (Dick) Cheney U.S. Attorney General 
Janet Reno U.S. Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder U.S. Federal Judge David L. Russell U.S. White 
House Counsel Bernie Nausbaum [Clinton White House] Estate/U.S. W/H Deputy Counsel Vince Foster, 
Jr. U.S. DoJ Attorney- John Russell S.E.C. Chairman, Arthur Levitt Dresdner Banque, COB, Bernhard 
Walter Deutche Banque AG, COB, Rolf-Ernst Brewer Georgio Bomio, Esquire Central Authority for U.S. 
Requests Division of International Legal Assistance Federal Office For Police Matters Bundesrain 20, 
3003 Bern, Switzerland Credit Suite, COB Guy Studor, et al Former Director/FBI William Sessions [who 
was sacked on flimsy grounds the day before Foster was murdered] SAC Bill Lecates SAC Glen Speedy 
SAC Jeb McGruder SAC Gary Small [followed by bracket, identifying them] Section V [asterisk after 
Speedy identifying him as]U.S. Secret Service, Nashville, TN, USA U.S. DoJ C.L. Ford, Esq. cc Frank B. 
Ingram (FBI SA 32 NY) U.S. Dept. of the Treasury/U.S. Custom Service Rick Reynolds (S.E. Asia ops 
SA 233 MS) U.S. Dept. of the Treasury/U.S. Customs Service _____________[name left out]/(S-31-
IANO) U.S. Dept. of the Treasury Office of Internal Affairs/Sector V-New Orleans  
FROM Ambassador Leo E. Wanta/Stillpoint.ops Diplomatic Passport No. 04362 & 12535 Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs  
 
IN THE MATTER OF (A) MARC RICH- Visit in Lausanne, Switzerland at Hotel Au Lac with Ms 
Lorrayne Fine (1) of L.H. Financial(Tel Aviv & Johannesburg, SA); (2) of Ameritrust Corporation (USA) 
as Corporate Secretary & Account Signatorie at Credit Suisse, Lausanne, Switzerland; (3) of Ameritrust 

http://www.skolnicksreport.com/mrfingered.html
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(Suisse) Societe as Director and Corporate Co-Ordinator with Suisse Banque- as to Private Contract 
between Humewood Enterprises (London & Dublin) and Ameritrust Corporation (USA) for Prime 
Banque Guartanees (PABag/icc 400/500/600)- Aggregate Amount of US Dollars Five Trillion with 
rollovers and extensions- as authorized by U.S. Government entities-and International Banking Groupe, et 
al.--  
 
Marc Rich at Hotel Au Ladc Lausanne further discussed the scheduled meeting with Deputy White House 
Counsel Vincent Foster, Jr. on 07 July 1993, as to (1) Children's Defense Fund "set-aside" allocations of 
US Dollars Two Hundred and Fifty Million (US $ 250,000,000.00), through Credit Suisse Banque, Agent 
for Ameritrust Corporation (USA); [see our website story, New/Old White House Gang] (2) Suisse 
newlly-organized "AmeriTrust (Suisse) Societe" to meet Suisse Tax Regulations, as to PBG transactions 
as authorized under Title 18 USA Sec.6/USG Proprietary Corporations- and endorsed through USGovt 
entities. (3) New lodging at Hotel de la Pax, Geneva for (07 July 1993) (A) Vince Foster Groupe (B) 
Frank B. Ingram (SA 32 NV) (C) Rick Reynolds (SA 233 MS) (D) Consul General Giovanni Ferro (E) 
Italia Judge Pierre Liugi (F) Italia Secret Police Erika (Name Removed) (G) Somalia President Haji 
Mohammed Hashi Haile of Mogedishij, et al (H) Ms Lorrayne Fine (Mossad) and her daughter from 
Johannesburg SA (I) Banque Paribas Vice Chairman, Antonio (Name Removed), et al.  
 
When U.S. Treasury Rick Reynolds observed Marc Rich on Lorrayne's Hotel Patio; no one was certain 
that Lorrayne had advised him of Reynolds/Ingram/Wanta planned attempts to travel by Laussane boat 
ferry across to French Casino, 45 minutes across Lake- with L. Fine, g. Ferro, Fine's daughter, L. Wanta, 
et al.  
 
Please Note FBI Director William Sessions had authorized this groupe to take Marc Rich, if and when, he 
was out of Switzerland for "tax evasion". Bill (Name Removed) also authorized F.B. Ingram to take down 
Marc Rich if the opportunity came available. [Editorial note President Clinton by unceremoniously 
sacking Sessions, the day before the later Foster murder, put a stop to FBI Director William Sessions' elite 
unit investigating high criminal offenses by both Clinton, former President George Herbert Walker Bush 
and his sons Neil, Jeb, and George W., little-known business cronies of Clinton, as well as other top-level 
criminals jointly with Bush/Clinton gang. The gang included Clinton White House Senior Advisor Rahm 
Emanuel, who is also reportedly Acting Deputy Station Chief for North America of Israeli Intelligence, 
The Mossad, of which Ms Fine ostensibly was an operative. Rahm, now a Managing Director in Chicago 
of reputed worldwide money laundry operation (Brokerage Firm Name Removed) specializing in 
laundering huge funds through the Chicago markets for the Red Chinese and the Red Chinese Secret 
Police. See our previous website stories.]  
 
Our U.S. Groupe (Intel) was also involved in the T.A. Trace Analysis Lab in Morges, Switzerland (Dr. 
John [Name Removed] as to Bulgaria delivery of Red Mercury 20/20 to Iraq via Trieste Port. Israeli Zvi 
(Name Removed), et al., were also delivering RM 20.20 to Iraqi Military via this travel plan & Andras 
(Name Removed) et al. (See Thieves World, by Claire Sterling, Simon & Shuster, NY-1994 release) 
[Editorial note Sterling, a CIA front operative, unfairly condemns Leo E. Wanta in her book, yet Wanta 
played a key role in wrecking the Soviet government in the Soviet Ruble caper of 1990 which is highly 
detailed in that book. Also note Red Mercury is the ingredient in "suitcase" nuclear devices that can be 
carried around by terrorists. ABC Network high-paid propagandist, Barbara (Name Removed), has 
reportedly been a sizeable stockholder in Israeli weapons manufacturers that apparently sell diabolical 
weapons to all comers, Red Chinese, terrorist organizations, and such. As we have pointed out in some of 
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our website stories, ABC News has received the CIA subsidy, since 1988-89, once had by CBS News, for 
ABC News to run their foreign bureaus as a vacuum pump of intelligence data for the American CIA.]  
 
It was not known in July, 1993, that Suisse Sûreté, Interpol, et al., was aware of our intel to take down 
Marc Rich- until Suisse Sûreté arrested Somali Ambassador Leo Wanta for failure to pay alleged, and 
bogus, Wisconsin Tax Assessments for 1982 and 1988-thus the Sessions arrest warrants for Marc Rich 
were illegally discovered- and I believe resolved in the murder of (1) Vince Foster (Washington, DC, 
USA) (2) Freddie Woodruff (Tbilisi, Georgia) [An American CIA official] (3) J.J. Smith (Mexico City) 
(4) Lino Burys (Hong Kong) (5) etc., etc. (AA) Further, Ms. Fine was aware of the oil activities of 
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary, Somali Ambassador Wanta as to 
Operation Restore Hope, 90 Million Barrels of Saudi light crude oil as bid contracted to Marvelous 
Investments Limited Hong Kong-as assigned to- WhiteCloud Petroleum Corporation (Delaware) c/o Bank 
of New York for Delivery to Houston, Texas, USA [White Cloud was/is reportedly owned by the George 
Herbert Walker Bush Family] (BB) Purchase of Ciga Hotels and properties- (CC) Purchase of Credito 
Italiano Bank et al., (DD) Rome American Hospital (Roma) facilities, (EE) U.S. Treasury Note 
Procurement/delivery via London Treaty Porivisons in favour of AmeriTrust Corporation (USA), 
Marvelous Investments, Ltd. (HK/BVI), New Republic/USA Financial Group, Ltd. Gesellschaft of Wien, 
Austria-Europa [Vienna, Austria] (FF) Certain Forex currency transactions as authorized under 18 USC 
Sec. 6 et al. (GG) Certain Suisse & European Property purchases, as well as other European trade 
companies/societes-  
 
Our intel and related corporate documentary evidence and exhibits are readily available to interested 
parties; on a "need to know basis", due to the sensitivity involved. Respectfully submitted under penalty 
of perjury, Ambassador Leo E. Wanta DPP #04362 & 12535 22 Jan 2001 AD. Approved by /s/ Rick 
Reynolds, (SA 233 MS) U.S. Dept. of the Treasury /s/ Frank B. Ingram Frank B. Ingram (SA 32 NV) U.S. 
Dept. of the Treasury.  
 
[Editorial notes The exposure widely of the details in this letter would tend to expose the Bank of England 
together with a Wall Street cabal including Goldman Sachs & Co., implicated in forcing down the price of 
gold so as to attempt to save certain huge hedge funds borrowing hundreds of billions of dollars on what 
is known as "gold carry" or "gold carriage" arrangements. That is, a low price of gold, below the cost of 
production of the most efficient mines, enables certain huge speculators to borrow tremendous funds for 
as a little as one per cent. A party to this huge Price-Fixing Fraud has been Alan Greenspan as the head of 
the conspiratorial Federal Reserve masquerading as a "U.S. Government" entity when it is a private-
owned, private run group of alleged banks issuing paper money masquerading as the "U.S. Dollar".  
 
As to the contents of the letter and what is involved, both Time Magazine and Newsweek Magazine are 
aware of it as is ABC and CBS News. ABC and CBS have a severe hang-up conflict of interest because of 
the Israeli-"Red Mercury" nuclear suitcase bomb matters involved. Newsweek is owned and operated by 
the British who have a substantial interest in covering up these matters to protect huge British interests, 
including the Bank of England and others. Newsweek's Michael (Name Removed) who is reportedly 
aware of the letter is a reputed asset of The Mossad, Israeli Intelligence, going back to the time he helped 
kill stories reportedly, as part of Newsweek's sister publication the Washington Post. ABC is a proprietary 
operation linked to the American CIA which subsidizes, for intelligence gathering and spying, ABC 
News' foreign bureaus. ABC as earlier mentioned has Barbara (Name Removed) with a substantial 
interest to reportedly kill any story about the letter because of her reputed financial linkage with sizeable 
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Israeli weapons manufacturers and "Red Mercury." As we have discussed in other items on our website, 
Foster ran a secretive "Gold Bank" in the Caribbean for intelligence agencies and together with his 
sidekick, Hillary Rodham Clinton, worked worldwide money laundry deals based on smuggled gold 
bullion. Any mass media admission that they lied to us about the death of Foster, earlier claiming it was 
"suicide" when they knew all along it was murder, would inevitably bring up the smuggled gold matter as 
well as the gold Price-Fixing matter. See our website item about the Roger D'Onofrio Affair, as discussed 
by foreign wire service bureaus, early December, 1995; involved jointly criminal activities of the Vatican 
Bank once headed by Bishop Paul Marcinkus originally from the Chicago-area mafia enclave of Cicero 
and their First National Bank of Cicero, later re-named several times. See our website story about the 
Giannini Family.  
 
To silence Wanta, he was framed with the connivance of Tommy Thompson when he was Governor of 
Wisconsin and part of the CIA's reputed operation Children's Defense Fund. See our website story, 
Old/New White House Gang. Tommy Thompson is now part of the cabinet of alleged "President" George 
W. Bush, who some consider to be an "imposter" President. The oil-soaked, spy-riddled monopoly press 
has a lot to lose by dealing with the different situations in the letter.  
 
The liars and whores of the press have not even begun to tell us the details of the massive worldwide fraud 
and murders implicated with protected espionage agency darling MARC RICH.  
 
More coming. Stay tuned.  
 
 
Since 1958, Mr.Skolnick has been a court reformer. Since 1963, founder/chairman, Citizen's Committee 
to Clean Up the Courts, disclosing certain instances of judicial and other bribery and political murders. 
Since 1991 a regular panelist, and since 1995, moderator/producer, of one-hour,weekly public access 
Cable TV Show, "Broadsides", Cablecast on Channel 21, 9 p.m. each Monday in Chicago. For a heavy 
packet of printed stories, send $5.00 [U.S. funds] and a stamped, self-addressed business sized envelope 
[4-1/4 x 9-1/2 #10 size] WITH THREE STAMPS ON IT, to Citizen's Committee to Clean Up the Courts, 
Sherman H. Skolnick, Chairman, 9800 South Oglesby Ave., Chicago IL 60617-4870. Office, 7 days, 8 
a.m. to midnight, (773) 375-5741 [PLEASE, no "just routine calls]. Before sending FAX, call. 
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*3:03-cv-00571-HEH* Miapollo Investments, et al v. Morgan Stanley 
Henry E. Hudson, presiding 
*Date filed:* 07/02/2003 
*Date terminated:* 03/04/2004 
*Date of last filing:* 03/15/2004 
 
 
    History 
 
Doc. 
No.  Dates  Description 
1   
/Filed: / 07/02/2003 
/Entered: / 07/03/2003 
 
 Complaint 
/Docket Text:/ COMPLAINT Filing Fee $ 150.00 Receipt # 68991 (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 07/03/2003 
 
 Summons Issued 
/Docket Text:/ SUMMONS(ES) issued for Morgan Stanley, placed in pickup 
box per Counsel (kste) Modified on 07/07/2003 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 07/11/2003 
 
 Summons Issued 
/Docket Text:/ SUMMONS(ES)reissued for Morgan Stanley (placed in pick up 
box) (kste) 
2   
/Filed & Entered:  / 07/11/2003 
 
 Summons Returned Executed 
/Docket Text:/ SUMMONS Returned Executed as to Morgan Stanley 7/7/03 
Answer due on 7/28/03 for Morgan Stanley (summons reissued 7-11-03 to 
serve correct party) (kste) 
3   
/Filed & Entered:  / 07/17/2003 
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 Summons Returned Executed 
/Docket Text:/ SUMMONS Returned Executed as to Morgan Stanley 7/11/03 
Answer due on 7/31/03 for Morgan Stanley (kste) 
4   
/Filed: / 07/25/2003 
/Entered: / 07/28/2003 
/Terminated: / 07/30/2003 
 
 Motion for Extension 
/Docket Text:/ MOTION by Morgan Stanley to Extend Time to file a 
Responsive Pleading (kste) 
5   
/Filed & Entered:  / 07/30/2003 
 
 Order 
/Docket Text:/ ORDER granting [4-1] motion by Morgan Stanley to Extend 
Time to file a Responsive Pleading until August 14, 2003 ( signed on 
7-27-03 by Judge Henry E. Hudson ) Copies Mailed: yes [EOD Date: 
7/30/03] (kste) 
6   
/Filed: / 08/14/2003 
/Entered: / 08/15/2003 
/Terminated: / 12/02/2003 
 
 Motion to Stay 
/Docket Text:/ MOTION with Memorandum in Support by Morgan Stanley to 
Stay of Proceedings Pending Appointment of Guardian for Plaintiff (kste) 
7   
/Filed: / 08/14/2003 
/Entered: / 08/15/2003 
/Terminated: / 11/19/2003 
 
 Motion to Dismiss 
/Docket Text:/ MOTION with Memorandum in Support by Morgan Stanley to 
Dismiss (kste) 
8   
/Filed: / 08/25/2003 
/Entered: / 08/27/2003 
/Terminated: / 03/04/2004 
 
 Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ RESPONSE by Miapollo Investments to [7-1] motion by 
Morgan Stanley to Dismiss (kste) 
9   
/Filed: / 08/25/2003 
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/Entered: / 08/27/2003 
/Terminated: / 03/04/2004 
 
 Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ RESPONSE by Miapollo Investments to [6-1] motion by 
Morgan Stanley to Stay of Proceedings Pending Appointment of Guardian 
for Plaintiff (kste) 
10   
/Filed: / 09/03/2003 
/Entered: / 09/04/2003 
 
 Reply to Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ REPLY by Morgan Stanley to response to [7-1] motion by 
Morgan Stanley to Dismiss (scoo) 
11   
/Filed: / 09/03/2003 
/Entered: / 09/04/2003 
 
 Reply to Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ REPLY by Morgan Stanley to response to [6-1] motion by 
Morgan Stanley to Stay of Proceedings Pending Appointment of Guardian 
for Plaintiff (scoo) 
12   
/Filed & Entered:  / 09/08/2003 
 
 Notice of Hearing 
/Docket Text:/ NOTICE of Hearing: October 3, 2003 at 2:00pm, by Deft (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 09/23/2003 
 
 Motion Hearing 
/Docket Text:/ Motion hearing re: [6-1] motion by Morgan Stanley to Stay 
Proceedings Pending Appointment of Guardian for Plaintiff set at 2:00 
10/3/03 before Judge Henry E. Hudson (rpiz) 
13   
/Filed: / 10/01/2003 
/Entered: / 10/02/2003 
/Terminated: / 12/02/2003 
 
 Motion for Leave to File 
/Docket Text:/ MOTION by Morgan Stanley for Leave to File Supplemental 
Affidavit in support of Morgan Stanley's Motion to Stay Pending 
Appointment of Guardian (affidavit placed on left) (kste) 
14   
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/02/2003 
/Terminated: / 03/04/2004 
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 Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ RESPONSE by Miapollo Investments, Leo E. Wanta to [13-1] 
motion by Morgan Stanley for Leave to File Supplemental Affidavit in 
support of Morgan Stanley's Motion to Stay Pending Appointment of 
Guardian (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/03/2003 
 
 Motion Hearing 
/Docket Text:/ Motion hearing held re: [6-1] motion by Morgan Stanley to 
Stay Proceedings Pending Appointment of Guardian for Plaintiff (rpiz) 
15   
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/03/2003 
 
 Minutes - Miscellaneous 
/Docket Text:/ Minute entry: IN OPEN COURT: Hudson, J., Sandy Beverly, 
OCR. Appearances: Parties by counsel. Matter came on for hearing on 
dft's motion to stay proceedings pending appointment of guardian for 
pltf Wanta. Argument heard. Findings given from the Bench. Motion to 
stay denied; dft given leave to renew motion at later date during course 
of case. Dft's request to supplement Rule 12(b)(6) motion; granted. 
(:15) (rpiz) Modified on 10/03/2003 
16   
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/08/2003 
 
 Transcript 
/Docket Text:/ TRANSCRIPT for dates of October 3, 2003, at 2:00pm before 
the Honorable Henry E. Hudson (kste) 
17   
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/14/2003 
 
 Memorandum in Support 
/Docket Text:/ Supplemental MEMORANDUM by Morgan Stanley in support of 
[7-1] motion by Morgan Stanley to Dismiss (thom) 
18   
/Filed: / 10/22/2003 
/Entered: / 10/24/2003 
/Terminated: / 03/04/2004 
 
 Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ RESPONSE by Miapollo Investments to [7-1] motion by 
Morgan Stanley for Summary Judgment (originally Filed as Motion to 
Dismiss) (kste) 
19   
/Filed: / 10/22/2003 
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/Entered: / 10/24/2003 
 
 Amended Complaint 
/Docket Text:/ AMENDED COMPLAINT by Miapollo Investments, and Leo E. 
Wanta (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/27/2003 
 
 Pretrial Conference - Final 
/Docket Text:/ Pre-Trial Conference set at 9:50 12/4/03 before Judge 
Henry E. Hudson (rpiz) 
20   
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/27/2003 
 
 Order 
/Docket Text:/ ORDER entered by the Clerk, at the direction of the 
Court, setting an Initial Pretrial Conference to be held on 12/4/03 at 
9:50 a.m. () Copies Mailed: y [EOD Date: 10/27/03] (rpiz) 
21   
/Filed & Entered:  / 10/27/2003 
 
 Scheduling Order 
/Docket Text:/ SCHEDULING ORDER ( signed by Judge Henry E. Hudson ) 
Copies Mailed: y (rpiz) 
22   
/Filed: / 10/27/2003 
/Entered: / 10/29/2003 
 
 Reply to Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ REPLY by Morgan Stanley to response to [7-1] motion by 
Morgan Stanley for Summary Judgment (converted from Motion to Dismiss) 
(kste) 
23   
/Filed & Entered:  / 11/07/2003 
/Terminated: / 03/04/2004 
 
 Answer to Amended Complaint 
/Docket Text:/ ANSWER by Morgan Stanley to amended complaint (cgar) 
    
/Filed: / 11/14/2003 
/Entered: / 11/16/2003 
 
 Letter 
/Docket Text:/ LETTER sent to counsel re: rescheduling of IPTC to 8:45 
a.m. on 12/9/03; placed on left side of file (rpiz) 
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/Filed: / 11/14/2003 
/Entered: / 11/16/2003 
 
 Set/Reset Deadlines 
/Docket Text:/ Deadline updated; reset Pretrial Conference for 8:45 
12/9/03 before Judge Henry E. Hudson (rpiz) 
24   
/Filed & Entered:  / 11/19/2003 
 
 Memorandum Opinion 
/Docket Text:/ MEMORANDUM OPINION ( signed by Judge Henry E. Hudson ) 
Copies Mailed: yes (kste) 
25   
/Filed & Entered:  / 11/19/2003 
 
 Order 
/Docket Text:/ ORDER denying [7-1] motion by Morgan Stanley for Summary 
Judgment, converted from a Motion to Dismiss ( signed by Judge Henry E. 
Hudson ) Copies Mailed: yes [EOD Date: 11/19/03] (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 12/09/2003 
 
 Pretrial Conference - Final 
/Docket Text:/ Pre-Trial Conference held (rpiz) 
26   
/Filed & Entered:  / 12/09/2003 
 
 Order 
/Docket Text:/ PRETRIAL ORDER filed; Bench Trial Date 9:00 3/1/04 
(signed by Judge Henry E. Hudson) Copies Mailed: by hand (rpiz) 
27   
/Filed: / 12/17/2003 
/Entered: / 12/18/2003 
/Terminated: / 12/19/2003 
 
 Motion to Continue 
/Docket Text:/ AGREED MOTION by Morgan Stanley to Continue Trial Date 
(kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 12/19/2003 
 
 Set/Reset Deadlines 
/Docket Text:/ Deadline updated; reset Bench Trial for 9:30 3/3/04 
before Judge Henry E. Hudson (rpiz) 
28   
/Filed & Entered:  / 12/19/2003 
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 Order 
/Docket Text:/ ORDER granting [27-1] motion by Morgan Stanley to 
Continue Trial Date, the bench trial currently scheduled for March 1, 
2004 is CONTINUED to March 3, 2004 at 9:30am ( signed by Judge Henry E. 
Hudson ) Copies Mailed: yes [EOD Date: 12/19/03] (kste) 
29   
/Filed: / 02/13/2004 
/Entered: / 02/17/2004 
/Terminated: / 02/19/2004 
 
 Motion to Continue 
/Docket Text:/ MOTION with Memorandum in Support by Leo E. Wanta, 
Miapollo Investments to Continue Trial (kste) Modified on 02/17/2004 
30   
/Filed & Entered:  / 02/17/2004 
/Terminated: / 03/04/2004 
 
 Response to Motion 
/Docket Text:/ RESPONSE by Morgan Stanley to [29-1] motion by Leo E. 
Wanta, Miapollo Investments to Continue Trial (kste) 
31   
/Filed: / 02/17/2004 
/Entered: / 02/18/2004 
 
 Witness List 
/Docket Text:/ Witness list by Morgan Stanley (kste) 
32   
/Filed: / 02/17/2004 
/Entered: / 02/18/2004 
 
 Exhibit List 
/Docket Text:/ Exhibit list by Morgan Stanley (kste) 
33   
/Filed & Entered:  / 02/19/2004 
 
 Minutes - Miscellaneous 
/Docket Text:/ Minute entry: CONFERENCE CALL: Hudson, J., Blalock, OCR. 
Appearances: parties by counsel. Matter came on for conference call 
hearing on plaintiffs' motion to continue trial. Argument heard. Motion 
denied. Matter continued to 3/3/04 for bench trial. (:05) (rpiz) 
34   
/Filed & Entered:  / 02/19/2004 
 
 Order 
/Docket Text:/ ORDER denying [29-1] motion by Leo E. Wanta, Miapollo 
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Investments to Continue Trial ( signed by Judge Henry E. Hudson ) Copies 
Mailed: yes [EOD Date: 2/19/04] (kste) 
36   
/Filed: / 02/23/2004 
/Entered: / 02/24/2004 
 
 Exhibit List 
/Docket Text:/ Amended Exhibit list by Morgan Stanley (kste) 
35   
/Filed & Entered:  / 02/24/2004 
/Terminated: / 02/26/2004 
 
 Motion for Extension 
/Docket Text:/ MOTION by Leo E. Wanta, Miapollo Investments to Extend 
Time for Filing (kste) 
37   
/Filed & Entered:  / 02/26/2004 
 
 Order 
/Docket Text:/ ORDER granting [35-1] motion by Leo E. Wanta, Miapollo 
Investments to Extend Time for Filing, Plaintiff shall have until close 
of business on Friday, February 27, 2004 to file all of the items listed 
in this Court's Scheduling Order and in Attachment A. ( signed by Judge 
Henry E. Hudson ) Copies Mailed: yes [EOD Date: 2/26/04] (kste) 
38   
/Filed: / 02/27/2004 
/Entered: / 03/01/2004 
 
 Witness List 
/Docket Text:/ Proposed Witness list by Miapollo Investments (kste) 
39   
/Filed: / 02/27/2004 
/Entered: / 03/01/2004 
 
 Exhibit List 
/Docket Text:/ Proposed Exhibit list by Miapollo Investments (kste) 
40   
/Filed: / 02/27/2004 
/Entered: / 03/01/2004 
 
 Proposed Findings of Fact 
/Docket Text:/ PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT by Miapollo Investments (kste) 
41   
/Filed: / 02/27/2004 
/Entered: / 03/01/2004 
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 Proposed Findings of Fact 
/Docket Text:/ PROPOSED CONCLUSIONS OF LAW by Miapollo Investments (kste) 
42   
/Filed: / 02/27/2004 
/Entered: / 03/01/2004 
 
 Proposed Findings of Fact 
/Docket Text:/ PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW by 
Morgan Stanley (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 03/02/2004 
 
 Exhibit 
/Docket Text:/ Trial Exhibits received by Morgan Stanley (1 binder-2 
sets) (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 03/02/2004 
 
 Exhibit 
/Docket Text:/ Exhibits received by Miapollo Investments, Leo E. Wanta 
(1 white binder, 2 sets) (kste) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 03/03/2004 
 
 Bench Trial - Held 
/Docket Text:/ Bench trial held (rpiz) 
43   
/Filed & Entered:  / 03/03/2004 
 
 Minutes - Miscellaneous 
/Docket Text:/ Minute entry: IN OPEN COURT - BENCH TRIAL PROCEEDINGS: 
Hudson, J., Blalock, OCR. Appearances: parties with counsel. Matter came 
on for bench trial. Witnesses excluded by the Court. Plaintiff adduced 
evidence; rested. Dft's Rule 52 motion for judgment on statute of 
limitations; argument heard; findings given from the Bench; motion 
granted, case dismissed; opinion and order to enter. Dft's motion for 
leave to file Rule 11 motion; argument heard; motion granted; Court to 
rule on pleadings or hold oral argument at appropriate time. (4:20) (rpiz) 
    
/Filed & Entered:  / 03/04/2004 
 
 Terminated Case 
/Docket Text:/ Case closed (kste) 
44   
/Filed & Entered:  / 03/04/2004 
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 Memorandum Opinion 
/Docket Text:/ MEMORANDUM OPINION ( signed by Judge Henry E. Hudson ) 
Copies Mailed: yes (kste) 
45   
/Filed & Entered:  / 03/04/2004 
 
 Order 
/Docket Text:/ FINAL ORDER that the Dft's Motion for Judgment as a 
matter of law pursuant to Rule 52 of the Federal Rules Civil Procedure 
is GRANTED, the case is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE ( signed by Judge Henry 
E. Hudson ) Copies Mailed: yes [EOD Date: 3/4/04] (kste) Modified on 
03/04/2004 
46   
/Filed: / 03/15/2004 
/Entered: / 03/16/2004 
 
 Transcript 
/Docket Text:/ TRANSCRIPT for dates of March 3, 2004 before the 
Honorable Henry E. Hudson (kste) 
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